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part is detailed design for the AHU control part of 2 real HVAC systems at
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Part-1-Overview:The control Virtual Lab. is an interactive PC-based

training software simulates various operation & control processes in a

single zone HVAC system which has AHU of total-air VAV type. As shown

on next fig., the AHU has 2 Air-fans, a mixing chamber with air locks, air

filter and 4 main sections/batteries for doing: Air Heating, Cooling,

Humidification and After-heating. Air-locks are used to allow different

adjustable ratios of recycled air brought back to the building mixed with

renewal air. Each pump has its on/off control board. Each battery cell has

a control board that includes pump flow rate-meter & both inlet and outlet

water and air temperatures (except the humidification cell). The AHU has

also an on/off air fans control board and air locks control board. The

Virtual Lab also includes an On-line, real psychometric diagram to show

all performed HVAC processes. The diagram shows all physical points forall performed HVAC processes. The diagram shows all physical points for

Renewal air, Recycled air taken from inside the environment, mixture of

Renewal and Recycled air, the air outlet from various AHU batteries, and

the air going to the building. To perform the AHU control task, the

simulation includes all needed flow control valves and temperature read-

out gauges, critical control alarms, input/output signals, operation

&instrumentation parameter-boards, diagnostic tool, error-report filling,

help/trouble-shooting tool and “Thermal Balance Calculations” and

graphical Plotting tools. Part-1 is also extended to include a review study

for an experimental training AHU that is used to extend the understanding

of the requirements of real sensors, meters and control devices used in

executing many different real thermodynamic processes in typical HVAC

systems to achieve an optimum control & performance.



Part-2-Overview: The objective of part-2 is to enhance students’

knowledge in the area of design of HVAC control & BMS and to

practice some of many-different practical procedures and

requirements associated with the design, implementation, installation

and commissioning of real automatic control of HVAC & AHU Systems.

2nd part includes some detailed design for the control part of 2 real

HVAC systems at Cairo University, International Branch, 6th of October

City. One system is Buildings B & G, while the other system is one of

the two Terraced Buildings. Due to short time limitation, the scope of

part-2 was limited to a few steps of design of automatic control of a

pre-specified HVAC system. Therefore, Part-2 has not any thermal load

calculations but it has a few calculations and sizing for some of the

AHU equipments. On the other hand, Part-2 includes the following: 1.AHU equipments. On the other hand, Part-2 includes the following: 1.

Contents of Building’s HVAC utilities. 2. Points list with some selected

DDCs. 3. Valve sizing and selection for AHUs and FCUs. 4. Bill of

quantities. 5. Schematic diagrams for various components. 6.

Sequence of operation for the 3 buildings of Part-2.

Why do we use Variable Air Volume (VAV) system? It is usually

used to simultaneously meet variety of cooling & heating loads in a 

relatively efficient manner. The system achieves this by varying 

distribution of air depending on the cooling or heating loads of each 

zoon. Air flow variation allows for adjusting the temp. in single zone 

without changing the temp. of air in whole system, minimizing any 

instances of overcooling or overheating. This flexibility has made 

this one of the most popular HVAC systems for large buildings with 

varying conditioning needs such as office buildings or schools. In the 

VAV: Variable Air Volume HVAC System

varying conditioning needs such as office buildings or schools. In the 

schematic above, the VAV system brings outside air and return air 

to the Air Handling Unit where both are mixed. The mixed air is 

drawn through a cooling coil, which drops the temperature to a fixed 

supply air temperature. The temperature in the individual zoons (#1 

& #2 as shown in next fig.) is measured by a Thermostat, which 

directly control the dampers in the VAV units. The supply air fan is 

Speed controlled by a variable speed drive, that controls the air 

volume flow rate by keeping the duct static pressure constant. The 

pressure is measured by the sensor located approximately 2/3rd of 

the way down the main duct starting air handling unit. As the zone 

dampers throttle back, the duct pressure rises, and the fan is 

controlled to reduce the duct pressure.



Part-1: What is HVAC System? From the control theory point of view, the HVAC system is

multi-inputs/multi-outputs & transient control system which have many electric & mechanical

components such as sensors, field devices, actuators and have also some type of a controller.

The main objective of HVAC system is to supply clean air at some pre-specified temperature &

RH inside the zoon of interest. Inlet air is to be mixed with air indoor in order to reach the

needed comfortable conditions inside that zoon. Due to varying thermal loads and heat loss

from or to the zoon, the indoor conditions keep drifting away from that required comfortable

conditions. The HVAC system has to keep monitoring the set points of the indoor conditions

and has to do required closed-loop corrective control actions whenever they are needed.

Why do we use Virtual Lab? HVAC system is a complex machine with multi I/O variables & unknowns with some uncertainty in finding maximum thermal 

loads which are 1st essential data to get for doing optimum sizing/selection of AHU parts (HAP Commercial Software is available to get the design Loads).   

Advantages of using HVAC Virt-Lab: It provides a simple-accurate approach to study, analyze and visualize various real thermodynamic processes in AHU

for many pre-given 2 thermal load types. No sizing-calculations nor selection of AHU equipments is involved. No real sensors nor actuators are used in the

Lab. The Lab includes on-line, real psychometric diagram to show all performed HVAC processes & all physical points for each part of the AHU. To

do the control task, the simulation includes all needed flow control valves and temperature read-out gauges, many critical control alarms, input/outputdo the control task, the simulation includes all needed flow control valves and temperature read-out gauges, many critical control alarms, input/output

signals, operation and instrumentation parameter-boards, diagnostic tools, error-report filling, help/trouble-shooting and Thermal Balance

Calculations and graphical Plotting tools.



Part-1

Back Ground 

information:

Types of 

Central HVAC 

systems:

Note: In both Part-1 (automatic control Virtual Lab) and Part-2 (the two design 

case studies), we use the All-air HVAC systems. 





A: Introduction to the Case Study-2-Part

How do we get Thermal Loads to design real HVAC System? In spite of the fact that we don’t do
any load or sizing calculations in this project, but it is very important to show how are those

essential thermal loads obtained as 1st step in real design of HVAC system. It's meant by
conditioning a space to provide a comfort conditions to this space, so the heat that generated into
the space must be removed. To remove that heat a suitable air conditioning machine will be used.
By calculating the cooling load or the heat that must be removed the air conditioning machine
power will be specified. Outside weather conditions and the sun combine to produce a cooling or
heating load through the building envelop. The load depends on:1-The thermal characteristics of

the walls, roof, fenestration, floor, interior building furnishings, and construction..2-The driving
force resulting from the difference between the outside conditions (including solar) and inside
conditions. Cooling loads result from many conduction, convection, and radiation heat transfer
processes through the building envelope and from internal sources and system components.
Building components or contents that may affect cooling loads include the following: External:

 HVACجزءعمل حسابات ا*حمال الحراريةخارج نطاق المشروع ولكنه موجودفى ھذا الملخص لتوضيح كيف يتم ذلك قبل تصميم اى مشروع:م�حظة

Building components or contents that may affect cooling loads include the following: External:
Walls, roofs, windows, partitions, ceilings, and floors. Internal: Lights, people, appliances, and

equipment Infiltration: Air leakage and moisture migration. System: Outside air, duct leakage,
reheat, and fan and pump energy These all parameter are discussed with introducing some of
design criteria and introducing how to insure complete comfort condition inside the building.



Control valve selection & sizing: 
1.The fluid being controlled. 

2. Valve style ;( 2-way, 3-way). 

3. Control mode; two-position, floating “tri-

state”, or modulating. 

4. Max fluid temperature (packing & material). 

5. Max inlet pressure(valve body selection). 

6. Desired flow characteristics (for modulating 

applications). 

Equal percentage, linear, or quick opening.

7. Max fluid flow rate Q (from cooling coil data) 

8. Desired pressure drop - Δp when valve is full 

open (for modulation) to get Kvs. 

9. Turn down ratio; (max usable rate/min rate). 

10. Close-off pressure. 

11. End Connection types.  11. End Connection types.  

Sequence Of Operation: 

1. Circulation AHU: 

a.- Run Conditions. - Mixing and Exhaust air dampers 

shall open. 

b. Smoke Detection: 

c. Prefilter & Bag filter Status: 

d. Return Air Temperature Set point - Optimized: 

e. Supply Fans

f. Cooling Coil Valve: 

2-FRESH AIR HANDLING UNIT: 
a. Run Conditions - Continuous 

b. b- Smoke Detection: 

-c. Prefilter & Bag filter Status: 

d. Supply Air Temperature Set point -

Optimized: 

Supply Fan: 

The supply fan shall run anytime the unit

e. Cooling Coil Valve:


